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NONINVASIVE MEASUREMENT OF ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES OF FLUIDS
USING ULTRASONIC INTERFEROMETRY TECHNIQUE

W. Han, D.N. Sinha, K. N. Springer and D. C. Lizon

Electronic and Electrochemical Materials & Devices Group, MS D429
Los Akmos National Laboratory
Los Ak.lIIOS, ~ 87545

Abstract - A swept-frequency ultmsonic interferometry technique is used for noninvasively determining
acoustic properties of fluids inside containers. Measurements over a fkquency range 1-15 MHz on six liquid
chemicals are presented. Measurements were made with the liquid inside standard rectangular optical glass
cells and stainless steel cylindrical shells. A theoretical model based on one-dimensional planar acoustic
wave propagation through multi-layered media is employed for the interpretation of the observed resonance
(interference) specmun. Two analytical methods, derived horn the transmission model are used for
determination of sound speed, sound attenuation coefficien~ and density of liquids from the relative
amplitude and half-power peak width of the observed resonance peaks. Effeets of the container materird and
geometrical properties, path-length, wall thickness are also studied. This study shows that the interferomeiry
technique aiid the experimental method developed are capable of accurate determination of sound speed,
sound attenuation, and density in fluids completely noninvasively. It is a capable and versatile fluid
characterization technique and has many potential NDE applications.

INTRODUCTION

Sound propagation studies have been used for many years to extract information about the
physiochemical properties of fluids such as liquids, solutions, suspensions and emulsions. Measurements of
ultrasonic attenuation and speed as a function of fkquency provide an exeellent tool for the investigation of
chemical relaxation in liquids and for the characterization of suspensions and emulsions in terms of particle
size and concentration. At low frequencies (below 1 MHz), sound speed and attenuation measurements have
typically used the resonanee reverberation techniquesl-3. This requires a large volume of liquid. High-
frequency (1-100 MHz) measurements typically use the swept ffequency ultrasonic interferomery technique
developed several deeades ago 47. Even higher frequency measurements can be made using the pulse-echo
technique 8’9. An exeellent comprehensive review of the various techniques has been provided by Eggers
and Kaatze 4. The ultrasonic interferomehy technique is generally considered to be an excellent method

5’7 For many industrial andbecause of its high precision and its ability to work with small liquid samples .
environmental monitoring processes, especially those involving toxic and hazardous chemicrds, it is
desirable to have the capability to noninvasively determine physical properties of the liquid contents in
various containers. Traditional ultrasonic interferometry technique mentioned above requires the transducers
to be in direet contact with the fluid being tested, thus restricting the use of this technique to highly
specialized laboratory characterization of fluids. Sinha et al.’” recently extended the capabdity of the
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. traditional ultrasonic interferometry technique by adapting it for noninvasive measurements in identi~ng
chemical warfare compounds inside sealed chemical munitions.

In this paper, we specifically address noninvasive ultrasonic interferometry technique and theory, and
present results of measurements on acoustic properties (sound speed, attenuation and density) in fluids inside
a container. The fluids tested include six liquid chemicais in standard redangular opticrd glass cells and a
cylindrical steel shell. Effects of the container geometricrd paramete~ such as path-length and container
shape were studied. We show how accurate determination of both sound speed and attenuation in liquids
over a frequency range (1-15 MHz) can be made inside ordinary containers without using customdesigned
finely machined resonator cells. A theoretical model based on norrnrd acoustic wave propagation through
multiple-layered media’] is used to explain the various features observed in the spectra and to derive two
analytical methods for extraction of sound attenuation and liquid density horn the measured resonance
spectrum. One method is based on frequencydependent relative strengths of minima and maxima (peak) of
the spectrurnj and the other is based on half-power bandwidth of the resonance. The good agreement of the
measured physical parameters with literature values illustrates the potential of the interfrometry technique for
noninvasive characterization of fluids in industrial applications as well as in basic research.

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

Theoretical analysis for determining acoustic properties in fluids noninvasively is presented based on the
acoustic transmission and reflection through multiple-layered medi% which consists of transducer, wear plate,
coupling gel layer, cell wall and specimen fluid inside the cell. The multiple-layer model formulation is
analogous to the well-known theory of planar wave propagation through one layerlz, and detailed description
and solutions are given elsewhere 1]. By solving for transmitted and reflected pressure amplitudes in each
layer in terms of outgoing transmitted wave amplitude, one gets the pressure transmission coefficient

?=
2

(1)
(l+Z1 /22) ?I, +(l–z, /z~) 512

Z1and 22are specific impedance (pc) for transducer and wear plate. The intensity transmission coed%cient
is a real quantity and given as

(2)

which is amplitude of transmitted wave relative to the incident wave, and is what the experiment measures.

~1 and ~2 given elsewhereil, are complicated functions of acoustic impedance, longitudinal speed and

thickness of each medium, rmd of attenuation of fluid specimen. Eq. (2) shows intensity transmission
spectmrn contains information for extracting attenuation coefficien~ wave speed, acoustic impedance of
fluid. To derive an explici~ inverse solution for acoustic properties in fluid, one considers the simplified
case(=) of acoustic wave transmission through a fluid layer with pathlengh L and attenuation coefficient a~,
contained between two similar wall boundaries. As tic c 1, the intensity transmission coefficient becomes 12

1
T[ =

m2-A . m
(3)

1

(l+jaaLL)’ +~Sirz’=L

Here impedance ratio 6 = .z~zL + ZJZW.

T, in (3) is a periodic function

CL

For weakly loaded fluid inside an elastic cell, 6 = zwfzL.

of RL and O, with minima Tl,ti =(1+-&ra~L)-2+~, at

f.= (n+ ~)~, and maxima T,,== (l+~a aLL)-2, at ~.= ?z~. Using the maximaand minima (peaks)

of transmission spectra separately to determine the attenuation and the impedance of fluid-loaded plates has
been reported by Guiddarelli et al*3, who used a similar one-layer transmission model approach, and by
Fiorito et al “, who employed a “resonance theory formalism” approach. Here, rearranging the minima to
maxima of transmission coefficient, one obtains
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[,*-l~=:+aL (4)

Therefore, from the slope and intercept of linear fitting of [(T#= )-~ - 1] 43 vs. f 2 over the
resonance frequency range, a~ L and c can be determined.

Another traditional method is to determine the fluid attenuation coefficient from the half-power bandwidth
of measured spectrum. Urdike the complexity of Eq.(2), ffom the interiity transmission coefficient EJ4.(3),
one can derive an inverse solution for half-power bandwidth &f in terms of acoustic properties in fluid 11

(5)

The second term is the well-known fluid attenuation and is identical to the solution of the ideal resonator
theory 4“5“15, which was derived based on a finely-tuned transducer resonator cell that was in duect contact

2 CL..
with the testing liquid. The fust term 6~0= —— 1sindependent of frequency and a~ and depends on C, CL

X(SL
and L. It is mainly resulted from the transmission and reflection energy loss at wall-liquid interface and
therefore, can be used to infer acoustic and geometrical properties of both wall and fluid inside.

In practice, diffraction loss and instrumental loss also contributes to the half-power bandwidth and thus
need to be properly corrected. In thk study, measured ~j is corrected for the d*tion using the

(Jo.147 2CL
expression of hbh~dt and Schwarz 6, &fdjfl=— — f-2 Here D is the effective diameter of

R~ D

transducer element and f)= zL/zw . Instrumenti4 10SS including transducer backing loss, transducer
misalignment and viscous boundary loss at the wall-liquid interface, can be calibrated with a standard liquid
of known acoustic properties4“57b’15. Thus, attenuation coefficient of testing liquid ~ is

aL =~(3f -Zifo)-2(6fr -afr~)+z~r
CL CL CL

(6)

Zifand ~fi are measured half-power bandwidth, for testing and reference liquids. ~fi and &ffl are extrapolated
width as f2+ O, for test and reference fluids. c, and ~ are sound speed and attenuation coefficient of

reference liquid. From the slopes (&f -6fo) / f 2 and (Zifr -Zifro)/ f 2, attenuation coefficient factor

/a. = (a~ f 2 )1017 (np S*/ cm) can be measured. From 6f& density of testing fluid can be determined with

the noting that 6 = pwcw / pL,CL

ITCWPWL
p~ = tifo

2 CL*
(7)

From the liquid resonance frequency difference Af= f~l - fn and L, sound speed in fluid can be measured
independently by cL= 24L However, experiments and model predictions 11found that Afvaries within 1%
of mean values, due to effects of wall resonance modulation. CLis thus obtained using average of peak-peak
distances c 4> over each fluid frequency resonance segment

c=2L <4> (8)

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The ul@sonic interferometer depicted in Fig. 1, corisists of five sections; a rectangular ceU containing a
liquid to be tested, a Digital Synthesizer and Analyzer (NEEL Ekctrotics, CA) computer plug-in-card, two
disk-shaped piezoelectric transducers, a PC computer and a voltage amplifier. The DSA board contains all
electronics for sweep signal generation and signal processing circuitry for analyzing the detected signal. The
sweep lkquency range available is 1 KHz - 15 MHz. The sweep time can be varied horn 800 frequency
steps per second to 1 step per second. With a frequency resolution of 0.1 Hz over the entire frequency range,
the system provides a frequency response directly in real-time. Typical excitation voltage level is
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. approximately 1 v or less. The broad-band lithium niobate transducers (Panametrics Corp., MA) with
resonance frequency of 5 - 10 MHz are used. The system operates as follows. A sine-wave voltage
excitation that is gradually increasing in frequency in time, is generated by the RF signal generator of the
DSA board. The electric signal is applied to the input transducer, which converts the sine-wave voltage
signal to sound waves that propagates through the cell container wall and the liquid inside. A second
identical transducer used as a receiver is parallelly attached to the opposite side of the cell and detects the
outgoing signal after it propagates through the container wali and the fluid. T’he received signals are
amplified by an voltage amplifier having 34/54 dB gain. The detecting unit of the DSA board measures the
amplitude and the phase (for homodyne mode) of the voltage signal as a function of sweeping frequency. The
measured amplitude spectrum is digitized and is analyzed by a FORTIWN code, which searches for position
and half-band width for each resonance peak and determines sound speed, atknuation and density of testing
liquid using the theoretical model described above. Two kinds of container are tested, optically polished
rectangular glass cell (Starna Cells, Inc., CA, longitudinal speed Cw=5640 m/s and p = 2.558 g/cm3) and
cylindrical stainless steel shell with inner diameter 5.27 cm (cw =5790 mki, p = 7.9 g/cm3). In the
measurement, several important factors can affect the consistency and accuracy of results of the acoustic
parameters. These include careful adjustment of transducer alignmen~ proper use of liquid gel to maintain
uniform coupling, accurate temperature control, and proper selection of frequency range.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The principle of operation of acoustic interferometry is the setting up the standing waves in a resonator
cavity using external excitation and simultaneously detection. For measurement made from the excitation of
transducer attached outside of a cell container, the resulting interference spectrum is a superimposition of both
the interference pattern in the liquid itself and that in the wall, as shown in Fig. 2(a), where measurement was
made for isopropanol in optical glass cell. As shown in the Fig. 2(b), the predicted normalized transmission
spectrum using the multi-layered model Eq. (2) has good agreement with the measurement data. The liquid
peaks are sharp with smaller periodicity than the wall peaks that are separate farther apart. The respective
peak separation is mainly depended on the pathlength in the liquid and the thickness of the wall in additional
to the sound speeds in both media. The main wall harmonic resonance peaks occur at about 5 and 7 MHz,
where the liquid peaks becomes broadening and the peak-peak distances narrows, due to the stronger wall
resonance modulation effect. Around 4, 6, and 8 MHz, the spectrum is the interference pattern in the fluid,
where the peak widths are mainly influenced by the acoustic impedance mismatch between the liquid and
wall material /if& as well as by the sound absorption in the liquid and the instrumental loss. The position,
height and width of liquid resonance, are weakly influenced by the wall resonance moduhtion. The two
analytical solutions E@.(4) and (5)are primarily applicable in those fkquency ranges where the resonance
peaks are selected for analysis.

As showninEq(21 ), the first part of the half-band width derived from the one-layer transmission model is
frequency-independent impedance mismatch contribution. It is the sound energy loss due to the multiple
reflection and transmission at wall-liquid boundary, and is inversely proportional to the pathlength L and
acoustic impedance ratio zJz~. Fig. 3 shows the measured half-power width on glycerin in three reds.ngular
glass cells of 2,5 and 10 mm in pathlength at 28.4 “C. The measurement are in reasonably good agreement

with predictions obtained using Eq, (5). The average liquid attenuation coefficient factor rxo= (a~ / f 2 )10
17

= 1530 nps2/cm, is less sensitive to the changes in the cell pathlength L.
Although the theoretical model discussed applies to planar-shaped container, present technique can be

easily adapted to measurement on circular cylindrical-shaped cavity, as illustrated in Fig. 4 In comparison
with measurements on a rectangular planar-surfaced glass cell (L =1.0 cm), measured ~f on a stainless steel
cylinder (inner diameter L = 5.27 cm) filled with ethylene glycol are plotted vs. f 2. A curve-surfaced plastic
pad, with one end being planar and other end having the same curvature as the cylinder cell, is used between
the transducer and the cylindrical container. Besides providing the good surface contac~ planar-concave
intermediate layer focus the beam and thus reduces the diffbction loss 15. The slope that determines the
attenuation of ethylene glycol is almost same. The uncalibrated attenuation coefficients factor ~ are 246 and
254 (nps2/cm) for both measurements. The different intercepts reflect the fact the two containers have
different zw/z~. For the steel cell, the measured width shifted a constant value and is lower than that of the
glass cell, suggesting the lower sound transmission and reflection loss at the wall-liquid boundary. This

example shows the capability of interferometry technique in attenuation measurement regardless of the
container geometry (planar or cylindrical) and material.

To illustrate the accurate measurement of sound speed of fluids, Fig. 5 shows the measured sound speed
on six liquids glycerin, ethylene glycol, water, toluene, benzene and isopropanol in glass cell over ~ = 1-11
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MHz. The average values of CCL> are 1887.38* 1O.49,
1275.77ML95 and 1133.13*4.59 (m/s), for the above liquids,

1668.0 M6.51, 148’7.58&8.81, 1286.62E3.6,
The maximum relative standard deviation in

sound speed is 0.59%. The scattering of the sound speed is primarily due to the oscillations of 4, asa result
of the cell wall resonance modulation effects.

Half-power width Gf are shown in Fig. 6 for glycerin, ethylene glycol, toluene, benzene and isopropanol at
26.8 “C. Toluene is selected as reference liquid for calibration of the optical glass cdl. Also shown are the
predicted half-power bandwidth using Eq. (5). The measured % using Eq.(6) for glycerin, benzene, ethylene
glycol and isopropanol are 1530, 778, 191.4 and 406, compared to the reported val~eslb at 20 “C of 1500
(Bhatia17, page 170), 860, 130 and 270. Relative errors in measured attenuation coefficients in comparison
with the reported values are appreciably larger for the low attenuating isopropanol and ethylene glycol than
for the higher attenuating benzene and glycerin, evidently due to the increase in relative contribution of
instrumental loss. Other possible reasons include the variations in reported attenuation coefficient values and
the lack of accurate temperature calibration of the measurement cell. It is evident that resolution for
measurement of high-attenuation liquid is better than the low attenuating liquids.

The measured liquid density determined by Eq(7) is plotted in Fig. 7 along with the reported vaiues for the
testing liquids. The relative error for the five liquids is about &(2 - 9) % , with maximum error occurred
with isopropanol. Glycerin and ethylene glycol have lower relative error of +6.8% and –8.8%. Results on
liquid density, based on the ftequency-dependent half-power bandwidth measuremen~ are surprisingly in
good agreement with the reported values.

We also tested capability of the interferometer and the method using relative strength of resonance peaks
for attenuation and density measurements. In Fig. 8, values of [(TM- )-1 - 1] 43 are p!otted vs.: 2, for
benzene, ethylene glycol, isopropanol and toluene in glass cell (1 cm). As predicted by the theory, the data
shows strong linearity of plot [(Z’~Tw )-1 – 1] ‘“s vs. j 2 over the fkequency range considered. The
measured attenuation coefficient factors %, determined from the slopes of linear fitting are 1380, 133, 294
and 67.5 for benzene, ethylene glycol, isopropanol and toluene, respectively. Except for higher measured
attenuation for benzene, the agreements of the measured ~ with the reported values (130, 270 and 82 ) are
in general very good and are better than the half-width method. If use toluene as reference liquid, values of
liquid density determined from the calibrated intercepts are 0.918, 1.068 and 0.566 g/cm3, in good agreement
with the reported values]b of 0.88, 1.108 and 0.79 g/cm3 for benzene, ethylene glycol and isopropanol.

CONCLUSION

It has been shown that the interferometry
noninvasively measuring sound speed, attenuation

technique and theory developed here are capable of
coefficient and density in liquids contained in rectangular

and cylindrical containers. The interferometer is a capable and versatile fluid characterization tectmfique.
The general theoretical model for the onedimensional wave propagation through multiple-layered media
provides good agreement with measurements. Two analytical methods developed yield good results in the
measurement of acoustic properties in fluids. The swept-frequency ultrasonic interferometry has a wide range
of applications, especially in the fields of evaluations of material properties and industrial process control.
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